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Ro-vibrational CARS spectroscopy is performed on the Q-branch of N2 in the hybrid 
fs/ps regime. A new optical setup has been mounted using a single laser source and a spectral 
filtering stage based on a volume Bragg grating and a Fabry-Perot etalon, in order to achieve a 
good enough resolution. CARS spectra are recorded in ambient air at a 1 kHz repetition rate. 
However, a CH4/air flame is probed at 2 Hz, in order to obtain a strong enough signal to 
enable thermometry.  The theoretical treatment is also detailed and provides the calculated 
spectrum, properly compared to experimental profiles in order to retrieve the temperature. 
The accuracy of the hybrid fs/ps CARS thermometry is satisfactory as regards the state of the 
art, but further experiments are in progress to increase the repetition rate of the measurement 
in hot gases.
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1. INTRODUCTION, CONTEXT

2. CARS spectroscopy for diagnostics in reactive flows

Laser  techniques  have  high  spatial  and  temporal  resolution,  enabling  locally  and 
temporally  resolved  measurements  of  temperature  and  species  concentration.  Among  the 
various  optical  diagnostics,  nonlinear  techniques  provide  stronger  and  collimated  signals 
allowing highly luminous media at high temperature and pressure to be studied  in situ  [1]. 
One of them, coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS), was developed at ONERA [2] 
and  extensively  used  for  temperature  measurements  in  hostile  reactive  environments  of 
interest in the aeronautic field [3] [4]. 

CARS is a nonlinear spectroscopic technique that was first introduced by Maker et al 
[5]. As illustrated in Figure  (a), a CARS process takes place when three laser beams, namely 

pump, Stokes and probe, at the respective frequencies ωP, ωS and ωPr, propagate through a 

medium having  Raman  active  ro-vibrational  modes  ωαβ,  described  by the  vibration  and 

rotation quantum numbers v and  J of the ro-vibrational levels  |α and  |β associated with the 

transition. When pump and Stokes fulfill ωp-ωS=  ωαβ, a new wave is generated at the anti-

Stokes frequency ωAS=ωPr+ωαβ. It results from the inelastic scattering of the wave ωPr by 

the molecular vibrations, coherently driven by the incident waves at ωp and ωS. By scanning 

the Stokes wavelength, the molecular spectrum can be obtained [6], while a broadband pulse 
allows it to be recorded in a single laser shot [7]. 
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(a) (b)

Figure . (a) Sketch of the CARS process: generation of an anti-Stokes signal by a N 2 

molecule, with rotational and vibrational degree of freedom designated by their respective 
quantum  number  J  and  v,  excited  by  three  laser  pulses,  pump,  Stokes  and  probe.  (b) 
Illustration of CARS diagnostics in a CH4/air flame.

Over the last three decades, ns and ps-CARS spectroscopy appeared to be very well 
suited  to  gas  phase  diagnostics,  such  as  temperature  and  concentration  measurements  in 
flames, as illustrated in Figure  (b). CARS diagnostics were used in this regime at a repetition 
rate of a few Hz, although 100 kHz CARS thermometry was recently demonstrated with ps-
pulses  using  burst  pulse lasers  [8].  However,  over  the  last  ten  years,  the  development  of 
femtosecond lasers enabled to take advantage of good stability from shot to shot to increase 
the  measurement  accuracy,  as  well  as  high  peak  power  to  enhance  the  CARS  process 
efficiency and allowing high repetition rate measurements [9]. Also, laser pulses benefit from 
large bandwidths, which were used to excite and probe wide spectral ranges in a single shot 
[10]  [11]  [12],  thereby providing the broadband spectroscopy demonstrated previously [7] 
[13]. 

However,  although  gas  spectroscopy  was  straightforward  in  the  nanosecond  or 
picosecond regime,  a  good enough spectral  resolution  was  not  easily  achieved in  the  fs-
regime  due  to  the  large  bandwidth  involved  in  the  interaction.  Moreover,  the  stationary 
approximation is no longer valid when the state lifetime becomes larger than the laser pulse 
duration  and transient  solutions  of  the  system evolution  thus  need  to  be  calculated  [14]. 
Recently, a mixed regime called hybrid fs/ps, has been proposed to take advantage of both the 
broadband spectral range excited by fs-pulses, and the good resolution provided by ps-pulses 
[15].  It  opens  new  possibilities  for  CARS  diagnostics,  and  was  successfully  used  to 
demonstrate  single-shot  pure-rotational  [16]  and  under-resolved  ro-vibrational  [17] 
thermometry, ultra-broadband kHz punctual and 1D-CARS spectroscopy [18], and finally 10 
Hz 2D-thermometry using pure rotational CARS [19]. In that context, our paper is aimed at 
investigating some specific properties of ro-vibrational CARS spectroscopy in the hybrid fs/ps 
regime and its potential application to thermometry.

3. Hybrid fs/ps-CARS spectroscopy for thermometry

The basic principle of temperature measurements by CARS is to probe the relative 
population  of  the  molecular  levels  from  which  the  thermodynamic  temperature  of  the 

molecular system is drawn. The temperature is derived from the observed Q-branch (ΔJ=0, 
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Δv=+1) of the N2 CARS spectrum, as illustrated in Figure  (a), which is fitted to a library of 

theoretical  shapes  simulated  assuming temperatures,  potentially distinct,  for  vibration  and 
rotation of N2 molecules [20]. This technique is appropriate for diagnostics in non-equilibrium 
or  very  luminous  reactive  flows,  such  as  plasma  and  flames,  since  the  CARS  process 
efficiency is high and the Raman shift of N2 is well separated from those of other chemical 
species.

Figure . Sketch of the light-matter interaction in hybrid fs/ps-CARS. (a) Energy level 
diagram of the N2 rotational (J) and vibrational (v) structure, and Q-branch associated Raman 

transitions  ωαβ. (b) Broadband excitation of the molecular coherences using a femtosecond 

pump and Stokes pulses at the respective frequencies  ωP and  ωS. (c) Narrowband probing 

using a picosecond probe pulse at frequency ωPr and generating a well resolved anti-Stokes 
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spectrum at  ωAS=ωPr+ωαβ (d) Temporal sequence of the laser pulses, in which pump and 

Stokes  overlap and  τ is  the pump/probe delay.  (e)  Two-photon absorption (TPA) scheme 

contributing to CARS signal.

Hybrid fs/ps-CARS is  described as  a pump/probe experiment,  and is  illustrated in 
Figure  .  First,  the medium is excited by ultra-short  pump and Stokes fs-pulses that allow 
efficient broadband excitation of a set of Raman coherences, depicted in Figure  (b). Then, a 
narrowband  ps-probe  pulse  interrogates  the  medium  during  a  time  that  drives  the  final 
resolution on the anti-Stokes spectrum, as described in  Figure   (c). Also, the excitation is 

separated  from the  probing  of  the  coherences  when  using  a  pump/probe  delay  τ,  which 

represents a new degree of freedom, compared to ns-CARS, to improve CARS performances, 
as illustrated in Figure  (d). As a result, nonresonant background rejection, which was a main 

limitation of ns-CARS, is optimized using  τ [21] [22], thanks to the long-lived coherences 

induced from short pulse excitation. The timescale of the process has been well described by 
time diagrams in [1]. Moreover, as will be described later, in that particular time scale of 
photon interactions, the final anti-Stokes spectrum is shaped by both the molecular spectral 
signature  and  the  temporal  dephasing  between  rotational  lines.  It  was  used  to  drive  the 
interferences and improve the diagnostic performances [23], [24], or to perform time-domain 
spectroscopy [15].

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

5. General description of the experiment

The  experimental  setup  is  sketched in  Figure  .  The  laser  beams  generation  stage, 
which  is  illustrated  in  Figure   (a),  is  based  on  a  single  industrial  Yb:KGW  laser 
(LightConversion) that delivers 150 fs – 1 mJ pulses at a 1 kHz repetition rate. A commercial 
optical parametric amplifier (OPA) with a second harmonic converter (LightConversion) is 
used to generate the tunable Stokes wavelength. It produces a 150 fs broadband (114 cm -1) 
pulse of 21 µJ energy at the Stokes wavelength of 583.5 nm. A leakage from the OPA pump, 
at 515 nm, is used to produce both the broadband (130 cm-1) pump pulse of 60 µJ energy, and 
the picosecond probe pulse. The latter is obtained by spectral filtering using a Fabry-Perot 
Etalon (FPE) and a volume Bragg grating (VBG, Optigrate). The narrowband pulse (0.7 cm-1) 
is used as the CARS probe with about 1 µJ energy. Residual spectral parasites are filtered out 
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using high rejection filters (Semrock). The delay between the various pulses is controlled by 
two motorized translation stages. Recombination of the beams and focalization in a planar 
folded-BOXCARS geometry [25] are achieved using a dichroic mirror and a 300 mm focal 
length lens as shown in  Figure   (b). The anti-Stokes signal is collected using a lens and a 
collection of interference filters (Semrock). It is then analyzed using a 750 mm spectrometer 
(Sopra) equipped with a 1800 line/mm grating, and coupled to an electron-multiplying CCD 
camera (Roper), as shown in Figure  (c). The flame was produced out of a McKenna burner, 
supplied by a CH4/air mixture at an equivalent ratio ϕ=1. The flat premixed flame is shown in 
Figure  (b).

Figure . Experimental setup: (a) laser beam generation, (b) light-matter interaction in 
the CH4/air premixed flame with planar BOXCARS geometry, (c) anti-Stokes detection. OPA: 
Optical Parametric Amplifier, SHG: second harmonic generation, IF: interferential filter, PBS: 
polarizing  beam splitter,  HWP:  half-wave  plate,  FPE:  Fabry-Perot  etalon,  VBG:  volume 
Bragg grating, MTS: motorized translation stage.

6. Ps-probe spectral shaping

The  temporal  profile  of  the  probe  beam  acts  as  a  time-window  to  provide  the 
molecular response. As a result,  the probe bandwidth directly drives the resolution of the 
spectroscopy.  Much effort  has been devoted to precisely shape this  spectral  and temporal 
profile, as detailed in the following.

Various  methods  have  been investigated  by the  hybrid  fs/ps-CARS community,  in 
order to generate the well suited picosecond pulse out of a femtosecond one. They are all 
aimed at narrowing the pulse bandwidth enough to resolve the fine structure of the spectrum, 
and to impose the right phase mask to generate an optimal temporal profile for the probe 
pulse. In particular, spatial light modulators [26] [27] [28], commercial filters [29], Fabry Perot 
etalons [30] [31], and nonlinear bandwidth compressors [32] were implemented and tested in 
this double objective. They enabled the generation of pulses with few wavenumbers spectral 
width,  and with asymmetrical temporal shape that proved to be optimal  for CARS signal 
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generation [33]  [34].  In our case,  the bandwidth condition is  given by the spacing of the 
rotational  lines,  which  is  less  than  1  cm-1 in  N2,  thus  pushing  the  previously  mentioned 
techniques to a challenging limit.

Monolithic devices are used in our case to shape both the amplitude and phase of the 
spectral profile. A volume Bragg grating (VBG) was used as a commercially available ultra-
narrow amplitude filter  [35].  The modulation of the refractive index, encoded in the thick 
transparent material,  reflects  a very thin part  of the input spectrum that fulfills the Bragg 
condition. In our setup, a 10 mm thick VBG in photo-thermo-refractive (PTR) glass is used to  
generate a 0.7 cm-1 (FWHM) pulse, as shown in Figure  (a). 

Phase shaping was achieved using a 100 µm thick FPE that was added upstream from 
the VBG, to reduce the energy and peak power delivered to the latter. The linewidth of the 
FPE frequency comb is 1.8 cm-1, thus simplifying the superposition of the VBG reflection 
peak on the FPE transmission peak. The amplitude profile at the output of the filtering stage is 
thus fully driven by the VBG filter. However, the phase step that occurs at the FPE resonance 
peak  is  encoded  into  the  spectrum  of  the  pulse,  and  enables  the  generation  of  a  time-
asymmetric probe pulse, as plotted in Figure  (b). The temporal profile of the probe pulse was 
obtained by recording the CARS signal of pure Ar while scanning the pump-probe delay over 
an adequate range (~100 ps) [16]. In this case, the nonresonant CARS signal is proportional to 
the instantaneous superposition of the short pump/Stokes excitation (~150 fs FWHM) with 
the long probe pulse (~30 ps FWHM), thus providing a simple way to sample the temporal  
intensity profile of the probe (Figure (b)).

(a) (b)

Figure  - (a) Spectral and (b) temporal characterization of the generated probe pulse 
through the filtering stage. (a) The experimental spectrum (thin solid line) is compared to the 
intensity (dotted line) and phase (thick solid line) of the Fourier transform of the temporal 
profile. 

The Fourier Transform of the temporal profile has been calculated, assuming a flat 
temporal phase. The intensity (dotted line) and the phase (thick  solid line) of the spectrum are 
plotted  in  Figure   (a).  Good  agreement  between  the  calculated  intensity  profile  and  the 
experimental  spectrum  (thin  solid  line)  is  observed,  validating  the  flat  temporal  phase 
assumption. Moreover, the phase step that characterizes asymmetric pulses generated by FPE 
could be evaluated. As a result,  this set of commercial filters enabled a well suited probe 
profile to be shaped, i.e., temporally asymmetric, and spectrally narrow enough to probe the 
rotational lines of N2, as will be seen later on.
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7. Characterization of the pump/Stokes excitation

The effective Raman bandwidth excited by the pump/Stokes pulses was measured by 
recording the  nonresonant  CARS signal  in  Ar.  The spectral  excitation  profile  (~100 cm-1 

FWHM)  centered  on  the  N2 first  vibrational  band  is  shown  in  Figure  .  The  amplitude 
distribution of the various ro-vibrational lines of N2 at flame temperature (~2500 K) is shown 
in blue for comparison. The excitation bandwidth is thus well suited for N2 spectroscopy in 

combustion,  since  the  main  intense  vibrational  bands,  v=0→v'=1,  v=1→v'=2 and 

v=2→v'=3, are included in the green excitation window in Figure . 

Figure  .  Nonresonant  CARS  signal  of  Ar  (green  filled  curve),  illustrating  the 
bandwidth effectively excited by pump and Stokes pulses, compared to the theoretical CARS 
spectrum of N2 in a flame (blue lines).

This  bandwidth  is  driven  by the  pump and Stokes  spectral  and temporal  profiles. 
Indeed, while Fourier transform limited pump and Stokes pulses allow the excitation of a 
large spectral  range,  a  chirp on one pulse,  which delays  the frequencies contained in  the 
optical spectrum, may decrease the bandwidth, which is effectively excited, as illustrated in 
the  spectrograms  of  Figure   (a).  In  our  case,  a  commercial  auto-correlator  (Geco, 
LightConversion)  is  used  to  measure  the  pulse  duration.  The  Stokes  pulse  proved  to  be 
Fourier  transform limited,  but  a  chirp  was  observed  on  the  pump  pulse.  This  aspect  is 
investigated experimentally in Figure  (b), by monitoring the location of the Ar CARS signal 
when the pump/Stokes delay is  scanned. This effect was used in order to  finely tune the 
excitation  profile  in  the  selected  spectral  range,  by  adjusting  the  pump/Stokes  delay.  In 
addition,  it  is  important  to  quantify the  chirp  of  the  CARS excitation  pulses  in  order  to 
accurately simulate the CARS spectrum. Indeed, it may influence the temporal dephasing of 
the various excited coherences and thus the shape of the final spectrum, as will be seen later 
on. Finally, compensating techniques can be implemented to increase the excitation window.
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(a)
(b)

Figure . Effect of a chirp on the CARS spectrum. (a) Illustration of the vibration range 
excited by a Fourier transform Stokes pulse and a Fourier transform (left), or chirped (right), 
pump  pulse.  (b)  Experimental  CARS  spectrum  (vertical)  collected  in  Ar  versus  the 
pump/Stokes delay (horizontal). 

8. N2 SPECTROSCOPY

9. Ro-vibrational signature in the hybrid ps/fs regime

10. Resolving the ro-vibrational band structure 

A major species of interest for thermometry is N2. CARS spectra of N2 were recorded 
in ambient air and in a CH4/air flame, in order to evaluate the performances of the setup for 
thermometry.  Figure   shows the experimental spectra recorded (a) in the ns-regime, which 
represents  for  us  a  typical  reference  spectrum,  and  (b)  in  the  hybrid  fs/ps-regime.  An 
enlargement of the fundamental band of the Q-branch (2300-2335 cm-1) is shown, to outline 
the rotational features provided by the two techniques. It appears that the two regimes allow 
both  the  vibrational  and  the  rotational  structures  to  be  seen:  three  vibrational  bands 

(v=0→v'=1, v=1→v'=2  and v=2→v'=3) can be distinguished in the hot spectra, each one 

being composed of well-resolved rotational lines, with characteristic 1/4 alternation amplitude 
of the even/odd lines [36]. It is of major importance in the diagnostics of non-equilibrium 
media  that  the  two  population  distributions,  corresponding  to  vibrational  and  rotational 
temperatures, are able to be measured independently [20].
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(a) (b)

Figure . Comparison of (a) ns-CARS and (b) the hybrid fs/ps-CARS spectra of the N2 

Q-branch  obtained  in  ambient  air  (blue)  and  in  flame  (red).  Bottom:  enlargement  of  the 
fundamental vibrational band.

As  in  ns-CARS,  the  sensitivity  of  hybrid  fs/ps-CARS  to  temperature  can  be 
appreciated by comparing the hot and cold spectra.  In ambient air (in blue), the signal is  
restricted to a 15 cm-1 spectral range centered on the first rotational lines of the fundamental 
band, whereas in the hot spectra (in red) rotational lines are distributed over three vibrational 
bands. The performance of hybrid fs/ps-CARS ro-vibrational thermometry is thus expected to 
be  comparable  to  that  obtained  in  ns-CARS,  since  a  similar  type  of  information  can  be 
retrieved from the spectra. 

11. Coherent beating of the Raman lines

As mentioned before, one of the specificity of hybrid fs/ps-CARS over traditional ns-
CARS is the ability to separate the process into two steps. We consider that the fast excitation 
of the ro-vibrational coherences through pump and Stokes pulses can be separated from the 
medium interrogation by the probe pulse in the second step. In the gas phase, introducing a 

delay τ between these two steps is allowed, since the lifetime of the coherences (~few 100 ps 

to few ns) is large compared to the duration of the probe pulse (30 ps) [22]. This allows some 
limitations of ns-CARS to be circumvented,  such as  nonresonant  background interference 
[21], as well as enabling new measurement strategies to be found [23].

In  Figure  , the probe pulse delay is continuously scanned from -70 to 270 ps on the 
vertical  axis  using  motorized  delay  lines.  The  CARS  spectrum  is  monitored  along  the 
horizontal  axis in ambient  air,  Figure   (a),  and in the flame,  Figure   (b).  The zero delay 
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position reported in the 2D plot is experimentally checked by maximizing the  nonresonant 
signal.  As  previously  observed  in  hybrid  fs/ps  CARS  [15]  [34]  [23]  [37]  [31],  periodic 
extinctions and revivals of the signal appear at positive delays, more particularly in  Figure  
(b), in which a broader range of ro-vibrational lines is populated by temperature. 

(a) (b)

Figure   –  Experimental  investigation  of  the  N2  CARS  spectrum  (horizontal  axis) 
evolution versus the pump/probe delay (vertical axis) (a) in ambient air, and (b) in a CH4/air 
flame.

In order to follow the modulation of individual Raman lines versus the pump/probe 
delay, an enlargement of the fundamental band is shown in Figure  (a). The evolution of the 
CARS  amplitude  at  specific  Raman  shifts,  corresponding  to  several  rotational  lines 
(11<J<37), is shown in  Figure   (b). A rising edge is first observed at zero delay, when the 
probe coincides with the pump/Stokes excitation, which contains resonant and  nonresonant 
contributions  to  the  signal.  As  the  probe  delay  increases,  the  nonresonant  contribution 
disappears, and the resonant amplitude decays due to the finite lifetime of the coherences. 
Moreover,  the  CARS  signal  exhibits  a  sinusoidal  pattern,  whose  amplitude  and  period 
decrease as a function of the quantum number J.

(a) (b)

Figure  - (a) Evolution of the N2 CARS spectrum (horizontal axis) centered on the 
fundamental vibrational band versus the pump/probe delay (vertical axis). (b) Evolution of the 
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CARS intensity of the various rotational lines J of the fundamental vibrational band versus 
pump/probe delay.

This behavior is attributed to interferences between rotational lines that occur in the 
hybrid fs/ps regime, as has already been observed by many authors [12] [37] [34] [23] [31] 

[38]. Indeed, as illustrated by  Figure   (a), the multiples ro-vibrational coherences  ωαβ are 

excited  simultaneously  by pump and  Stokes  pulses.  Then,  during  the  free  evolution  that 

follows,  the  phase  of  each coherence  evolves  at  its  own frequency  ωαβ,  thus  becoming 

dephased  and  rephased  with  respect  to  each  other  (Figure   (b)).  Finally,  during  the 
interrogation step operated by the probe pulse,  the contributions of the various lines may 
overlap, depending both on the line separation and the probe linewidth. Consequently, they 
interfere constructively or destructively, depending on whether they are in or out of phase, and 
as a result the anti-Stokes intensity is modulated as plotted in Figure  (c). 

Figure   –  (a)  Typical  laser  sequence  of  the  hybrid  fs/ps-CARS process  involving 
pump, Stokes and probe pulses. (b) Illustration of the dephasing and rephasing that occur 

between two ro-vibrational coherences, ω00 and ω11, when the pump/probe delay τ evolves. 

(c) effect of the dephasing on the anti-Stokes intensity when the contributions at ω00and ω11 
interfere: a modulation is observed with a period of 1/Δω, where Δω=|ω00-ω11|.
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In order to determine the modulation period, the Fourier Transform of the temporal 
evolution of the even Raman lines is processed in Figure  (a). For each J number, a main peak 
is observed at nonzero wavenumber, which corresponds to the modulation observed in the 
temporal domain. In  Figure   (b), the peak spectral position is plotted as a function of the J 
value. It must be compared to the local spectral interval between rotational lines, which is 
calculated  and  also  plotted  along  the  vertical  axis.  It  is  given  at  first  order  in  J  by the 
expression:

∆ω=2αe(J+1) ( )

where  αe is the rotation-vibration coupling constant.  The good agreement between 

calculations  and  experiment  confirms  the  possibility  of  using  the  hybrid  fs/ps  regime  to 
perform spectroscopy with a resolution better than the probe linewidth (0.7 cm -1). Moreover, 
this interference pattern can be used as a spectral filter, in order to selectively attenuate or 
enhance specific spectral zones, as proposed by [23] [24]. 

(a) (b)

Figure  – Spectral analysis of the rotational line modulation on the first vibrational 
band. (a) Spectral modulation peak obtained by Fourier transform of the line CARS intensity 
temporal evolution as a function of the rotational quantum number J, and (b) comparison of 
the peak position (triangle) obtained  experimentally with the local spectral interval between 
two successive Raman lines (circle), calculated using spectroscopic constants, as a function of 
J. 

12. Nonresonant background rejection

In the hybrid fs/ps regime,  nonresonant  background interference can be reduced by 
using a pump/probe delay [34], [33] [39] [28], as well as by crossing the polarizations of the 
pump, Stokes and probe beams, as has previously been done in ns-CARS spectroscopy [40] 
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[41]  [1].  CARS  spectra  in  the  CH4/air  flame  have  been  recorded  for  three  polarization 
configurations for the pump, Stokes and probe given in  Figure   (a),  (b) and (c).  A Glan-
polarizer is added upstream from the spectrometer to analyze the anti-Stokes signal. 

The  first  configuration  corresponds  to  parallel  polarizations;  the  second  one 
corresponds to the conventional technique of a 60° rotated Stokes [1] [42]; in the third one, the 
probe polarization is  orthogonal to those of the pump and Stokes.  In the three cases,  the 
orientation of the anti-Stokes analyzer has been rotated every 10°, and CARS spectra have 
been acquired at each position, with 0° referring to the pump polarization direction. Typical 
spectra at the maximum and minimum CARS signal amplitude are shown in Figure  (a), (b) 
and (c). Because of a poor signal-to-noise ratio, due to the high degree of polarization of the 
anti-Stokes beam, the spectrum of Figure  (a) is given at 80° while extinction occurs at 90°, 
and the spectrum of Figure  (c) is given at 10° while extinction occurs at 0°. The amplitudes 
of  the  resonant  (R)  and  nonresonant  (NR)  contributions  are  estimated  using  the  CARS 
intensity at 2330 cm-1 and 2360 cm-1 respectively, and are shown in Figure  (d), (e) and (f). As 
expected,  R and NR contributions  appear  respectively in  phase and in  quadrature for the 
parallel and the 60° rotated Stokes configuration schemes. This is illustrated in the CARS 
spectra, which show no distortion for the parallel case (Figure   (a)), and whose R and NR 
relative weight evolves in an opposite way to that of the 60°-Stokes (Figure  (b)), when the 
Glan analyzer is turned. It can be noticed that almost no NR contribution is observed in the 
90°-crossed  probe  scheme  and  that  the  spectrum  remains  unaffected  by  nonresonant 
interference  when  the  analyzer  is  crossed  with  respect  to  the  probe.  Indeed,  CARS 
acquisitions in Ar with the parallel and the 90°-crossed probe configurations revealed that the 
latter permits the NR amplitude to be reduced by a factor of 8, while the resonant amplitude 
remained at similar level. 

(
a)

(
d)

(
b)

(
e)
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(
c)

(
f)

=Hω χω eiωτ ⨂ Aprobeω 2

S.A.J.  Druet and J.-P.E. Taran,  "CARS Spectroscopy,"  Prog.Quant. Electronics, 
vol. 7, p. 1, 1981.
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Since  the  probe  spectral  pattern  is  much  narrower  than  the  excitation 

 can  be  extracted  from  the  convolution  product  and  the 

ICARSω=Hω²∙χω eiωτ ⨂ Aprobeω 2
 is measured (

profile. However, a proper approach may be to consider the full complex amplitude of the probe spectrum,  
which can be obtained by recording the spectral  shape with a spectrometer,  and/or a combination of  

]. The excitation profile 

response  in  Ar,  as  detailed  previously.  An  overall  view  of  the  algorithm,  including  the 
convolution by apparatus function of the spectrometer, is summed up in 

Figure . Schematic view of the hybrid fs/ps-CARS simulation algorithm

The  temperature  is  measured  by 
comparing the experimental spectrum to a set 
of  simulated  spectra.  A  least-square 
algorithm,  run  over  a  bank  of  spectra, 
simulated by varying the temperature in 10 K 
steps and normalized to the unit  maximum, 
leads to the best fit. The free parameter of the 
fit  is  thus  the  temperature,  whereas  the 

23



nonresonant 
background  amplitude  are  fixed.  The  least-
square minimization range is chosen between 

 band)  and 

,  which  provides  information  on 
both  the  R  and  NR  contributions,  as 

. In particular, it enables 
the choice of the fixed NR amplitude to be 

The  accuracy  of  the  thermometric 
setup  has  been  tested  on  two  sets  of 
experimental  data  at  zero  probe  delay.  The 
first  set  is  a  stack  of  1000  single  shots 
spectra, acquired at a repetition rate of 1 kHz 
in ambient air. The second one is composed 
of  100  spectra  recorded  in  a  premixed-

/air flame with equivalent ratio ϕ = 1.0 at 
atmospheric  pressure.  Each  hot  spectra  is 
averaged over 500 shots, in order to reach a 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) beyond 120. The 
criticality of the SNR in hybrid fs/ps-CARS 
has  been  recently  investigated  by  Kearney 

].  The  probe  delay  parameter  has  been 
respectively fixed to 5.5 ps and 1.5 ps for the 
first  and  the  second  set,  due  to  a  small 
variation in the optical paths during the laser 

 show  a  typical 
experimental  spectrum (blue)  superposed to 
its  best fit  (green).  Temperature histograms, 
represented  in  Fig.  17  (b)  and Fig.  18  (b), 
have  been  processed  and  were  used  to 

,  standard 

 , and relative precision defined 
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 ratio,  which  quantifies  the 

repeatability of the measurement. In ambient 
air  and  in  the  flame,  the  estimated  mean 
temperatures were respectively 295 and 1960 
K, with corresponding precisions of 5.2% (15 
K) and 1.7% (35 K). The temperature in the 
flame was measured to be slightly lower than 

/air  flame  temperature 
(~2200  K).  This  was  attributed  to 
experimental  misalignment  of  the  probed 
volume  in  the  flame,  and  to  nonzero 
pump/probe  delay  adjustment.  This 
measurement will  be reproduced in a better 
controlled flame and using a well-calibrated 
procedure  to  accurately  and  rapidly  control 
the pump/probe delay. It is comparable to the 
few percent  precision  obtained  with  hybrid 

],  fs-CPP-CARS 
]  in  a  flame.  To  go 

further  in  the  characterization  of  the 
techniques,  single  shot  thermometry  at  low 
and  high  temperatures  would  be  of  great 
significance,  in  order  to  avoid  integrating 
spectra  over  the  flame  temperature 
fluctuations.  This  new process  in  our  setup 
development would require a more energetic 

is  currently 
at the expense of an important loss 

of energy, due to the filtering technique used. 
],  so  as  to 

achieve more efficient narrowing, would be 
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Figure . CARS thermometry in a CH4/air flame. (a) Typical experimental spectrum 
(blue), average best fit (green), and residual contribution (black) downshifted by 0.1 along the 

= 1960 K, 

Figure . CARS thermometry in ambient air. (a) Typical experimental spectrum (blue), 
average  best  fit  (green),  and  residual  contribution  (black)  downshifted  by  0.1  along  the 

= 295 K, 
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